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Introduction
bitSuite (bitString, bitDyad, bitTemper) is a collection of standalone apps designed to provide a
visual, hands-on environment for exploring the world of overtones, tuning, and temperament.
The bitSuite apps are intended for use in conjunction with “Reinventing the Piano,” an online
course taught by Princeton University professor Dan Trueman via the Kadenze platform. The
tools found in bitSuite will appeal to students of music theory, music history, physics, tuning,
instrument design, and beyond. Additionally, bitSuite introduces fundamental sonic concepts
used throughout bitKlavier, a feature-rich prepared digital piano designed by Dan Trueman and
Mike Mulshine.
bitString is an environment for exploring overtones and partials of a single pitch. It introduces a
visual spectrogram, sonogram, string animator, and rudimentary keyboard interface.
bitDyad builds on elements of the bitString interface, allowing the user to tune one note to fixed
reference pitch, and both sonically and visually explore different “flavors” of intervals.
bitTemper replicates the experience of tuning a harpsichord. It affords hands-on opportunities
for ear training with temperaments and tuning systems, and allows students to experience the
mathematical choices associated with tuning a keyboard instrument.

Installing bitSuite
For standalone operation, simply install, move to a desired location on your Mac or Windows
computer, open the application, and begin exploring. To install bitSuite on your computer, click
on the following links:
Mac
bitString • bitDyad •bitTemper
Windows
bitString • bitDyad • bitTemper

Each app can be used as a standalone or within the Max/MSP environment. For those running
incompatible operating systems, it may be helpful to download Max Runtime and try the bitSuite
patches directly. The Max source files for the bitSuite apps can be found here.
Some MacOS users may find that upon opening any of the bitSuite apps, a warning may report
that the app is “damaged” and cannot be opened. This is due to the security settings for Mac
operating systems 10.9.2 and newer. To circumvent this warning, follow these steps:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Open System Preferences
Select “Security & Privacy”
Click on the padlock in the lower left corner to make changes
Under “Allow apps downloaded from,” select “Anywhere.”
Close System Preferences and open your bitSuite app.

If the “Anywhere” option does not appear under “Allow apps downloaded from,” you must make
this option available from the command line:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Open the Terminal app
Type: sudo spctl --master-disable
Enter your password if prompted
Relaunch System Preferences and select “Anywhere” under “Allow apps downloaded
from.”

To revert to your computer’s default security settings after installing the bitSuite apps, enter the
following into the command line: sudo spctl --master-enable
For more information on downloads and permissions, visit the following link:
https://secure.clcbio.com/helpspot/index.php?pg=kb.page&id=323

bitString
bitString is a standalone app designed to illustrate the physics of a vibrating string, the type one
might find in a piano, harpsichord, or other keyboard or string instrument. The simplicity of
bitString, with a basic keyboard, mixer, spectrogram, waveform, and string animation, allows
students and artists to immediately begin exploring pitch, string harmonics, and overtones.

Interface
Audio Setup
The bitString interface is divided into six panels. Moving clockwise from lower left, the Audio
Setup panel allows the user to engage the DAC (Digital Audio Converter), configure playback
settings, and adjust the volume of the app.

Pitch
The Pitch section allows the user to select a single note on the piano keyboard. Along the right
side of this section, the fundamental and upper partials can be toggled on and off. The
amplitude of each partial can be independently adjusted using the red lines along the left side of
the panel. One can draw an overtone profile and create a custom acoustic image by clicking
and dragging their cursor through this window. (This style of interface is familiar to that of a
drawbar organ.) Along the bottom of this section, a series of boxes can be used to save presets;
simply hold shift and click. Note: Presets do not save when the user closes the app.

Sonogram, Spectrogram, String Animation, Waveform
The Sonogram and Spectrogram panels provides a visual representation of energy at each
partial. The String Animation section simulates a moving string. These animated panels simply
represent frequencies over time: There are no clickable or changeable parameters in these
windows. The String Animation represents a pitched string over the time domain, where the
Sonogram and Spectrogram represent amplitude across the frequency domain. The Waveform
display is generated by looking at a single point on the moving string and plotting its value, thus
representing an idealized visualization of the sound wave generated by the moving string.
Note: The string animation runs at a fixed rate, far slower than the actual sound waves from an
acoustic string vibrating at a given frequency. This allows the user to study the moving string at
a rate independent from the actual frequency of the simulated pitch.

Example #1 - 440hz Fundamental
In the Audio Setup panel, click the speaker icon to engage the audio engine. Select A above
middle C (440hz) on the piano keyboard in the Pitch panel. On the right side of the panel, make
sure that the box for only the lowest partial, the fundamental, is checked.

Observe how the string simulates a single oscillation, moving up and down. This is the simplest
harmonic motion. Note the energy concentrated at 440hz in the sonogram, and a single
corresponding spike on the spectrogram.

Now, try adding in upper partials. Adjust their respective amplitudes using the red bars. Observe
how the string, spectrogram, and sonogram change in response. Experiment with different
pitches, and notice how the overtones expand and condense across the spectrogram.

Example #2 - 440hz Full Spectrum at Diminishing Magnitude
Leaving the DAC engaged and A440 selected on the piano keyboard, hit preset #3, the third
box from the lower left in the Pitch window. This preset engages all upper partials at diminishing
magnitude. This phenomenon is common in real-world instruments and sounds in general,
where the fundamental holds the greatest energy and the upper partials decrease in strength.
(though sometimes, surprisingly, the lowest partial might be very weak, the so-called "missing
fundamental").

Note the more complex shape of the string below. A larger bump is surrounded by subsequent
peaks and valleys corresponding to additional partials. This bump will travel along the string, flip
over, and travel back. On a piano, that bump on the string is created by the hammer’s initial
impact on the string; on a guitar, the pick creates the initial impulse, and so on.

Try toggling different partials, drawing different overtone profiles, and choosing different pitches.
Notice how distances and amplitudes change across the spectrogram, sonogram, and string
animation.

bitString FAQs
Q: What is the string, and what exactly is being animated?
A: The string is a visual approximation of how a physical string would be vibrating given the
same pitch and energy at the same partials. It runs at a fixed rate, independent from the actual
frequency of the simulated pitch, allowing the user to study the shape and motion of the string.
Q: What exactly is the difference between the sonogram and the spectrogram?
A: The spectrogram shows the amplitude of each frequency, with individual red spikes
corresponding to the fundamental and its upper partials. The sonogram shows how these
energy levels change over time if any parameters are altered. The thickness and shade of each
line on the sonogram also corresponds to the energy level at each partial.
Q: How can I draw a custom amplitude shape?
A: With a pitch selected and the DAC engaged, simply click and drag in the Pitch window. You
will see red lines corresponding to levels of individual partials, and the sonogram, spectrogram,
and string will respond accordingly. Each partial can be toggled on/off with its corresponding
box.
Q: Is there a “note off” function?
A: No. If you want to stop the pitch, deselect the overtone boxes until none of the partials are
producing sound. You can also decrease the amplitude or turn off the DAC.
Q: Is there a “clear” function?
A: No. If you want to empty the spectrogram, sonogram, or string window, deselect all active
partials and wait until the window clears.
Q: Can I save presets?
A: Yes, simply hold shift and click. Presets will not save when you exit the bitString app.

bitDyad
bitDyad is an ear training tool for exploring the sounds of intervals and stepping into the practice
of tuning. Tuning is a complex process, and the overtones of a given pitch have a significant
impact on how we perceive that pitch as we tune. bitDyad allows us to create overtones and
tune them manually, using beating and difference tones to hear and see discrepancies between
pitches. The interface encourages exploration of common historical ratios between intervals,
allowing for easy comparison with their equal-tempered (ET) counterparts. Use of a MIDI
keyboard with bitDyad is highly recommended.

Interface
The bitDyad interface shares several features with bitString, including the Audio Setup,
Sonograms, and Pitch windows. The keyboard interfaces, overtone mixer, and preset boxes
will also be familiar. An additional window shows the combined sonograms, useful for observing
beating and overlapping partials.

Audio Setup
The Audio Setup panel has two faders. The left-hand fader adjusts the gain of the Reference
Pitch, and the right-hand fader adjusts the gain of the Pitch to Tune pitch. When tuning, it is
often useful to begin with one pitch, then fade the other in to hear discrepancies.

Critical Band
The Critical Band is roughly defined as a set of pitches where frequencies begin masking each
other and affecting the listener’s accuracy of auditory perception. This area is a dense topic;
more information can be found here.

Pitch to Tune
The Pitch to Tune window allows the user to choose a pitch and manually adjust it using the
Manual Tune panel. This panel as well as the Reference Pitch panel both use the
drawbar-inspired interface from bitString, where the user can choose a pitch, select and adjust
partials, and save presets.

Manual Tune
To manually tune a pitch, simply hover over the “Manual Tune” bar, hold the shift key, and move
the mouse back and forth. Clicking the mouse will not do anything.
In the Manual Tune panel there is a “multiplier” number. Multiplying the Reference Pitch by this
number will provide a new value for the Manual Tune pitch. For example, if the reference pitch

is 440hz and the pitch to tune frequency is also 440hz, the multiplier will equal 1. Setting the
multiplier to 2 will result in a manual tune pitch of 880hz, one octave above the reference pitch.
The multiplier has many uses. If the user selects E above A440 as the reference pitch, bitDyad
will default to an equal-tempered perfect fifth, which does not quite have a ratio of 1.5, as a
mathematically perfect fifth would. If the user then changes the multiplier to 1.5, the manual
pitch will change from 659.255hz to 660hz, a perfect ratio of 3/2 to the reference pitch. This
perfect fifth is two cents sharper than an equal tempered perfect fifth, the multiplier for which
would be 1.4983. Note, clicking the Pitch to Tune keyboard will always give ET pitches.
The Manual Tune panel also reports “Difference,” which indicates the semitone distance from
the user pitch to the reference pitch, and “Offset from ET,” which indicates the number of cents
between the user pitch and the equal-tempered equivalent of that pitch.

Set Ratio
The Set Ratio panel provides a drop-down menu of common Just and Pythagorean ratios.
These ratios can most easily be read as relationships between upper partials. For example, 3/2
is the 3rd partial over the 2nd partial, which equals a ratio of 1.5, resulting in a perfect fifth.
Other ratios may not have such easy-to-remember multipliers. A Pythagorean tritone is 729/512,
which can be found in the drop-down menu. The purpose of the multiplier, ratio, and pitch
panels is to provide multiple ways of experimenting with these tuning systems.

Note: While the pulldown menu includes many common ratios, any ratio not found in the menu
can be created simply by finding the multiplier with a calculator, and inputting that number in the
"multiplier" field. For example, if 5/2, were not in the Set Ratio menu, simply enter 5/2 into a
calculator and enter the result (2.5) as the multiplier.

Example #1: Comparing Major 2nds
A straightforward use for bitDyad is to compare intervals of the same type, such as a
Pythagorean, just, and equal-tempered major 2nd.
To begin, choose a reference pitch, such as A440, then select 9/8 from the Set Ratio panel.
This is a Pythagorean whole step, the mathematical result of stacking two perfect fifths:
3/2 x 3/2 = 9/4
9/4 x 1/2 [down an octave] = 9/8
The multiplier for a Pythagorean whole step is 1.125, which is 4 cents off from equal
temperament. Now, try 8/7 in the Set Ratio panel, which produces a just-tuned whole step.
Listen to the difference between these two flavors of major 2nd and compare the combined
sonograms.
Finally, select a note on the keyboard two semitones above the reference pitch. This will
produce an equal-tempered major 2nd. Can you use the “Manual Tune” bar to move from this
ET major 2nd to the just- and Pythagorean-tuned versions? Close your eyes and give it a try.

Example #2: Tuning Major Octaves and 10ths
Try setting the reference pitch to 440hz and the user-tuned pitch to 880hz, both with only the 1st
partial toggled ‘on.’ Now, begin manually moving the second pitch around. Can you hear the
changes as you tune? It’s almost impossible.
Now, add the second partial to the reference pitch. Things should become easier on the ears.
Having octaves in a reference pitch strengthens the 2nd partial, making it far easier to tune. You
will now clearly be able to see regular beating in the combined sonogram as well:

We can use the same logic to tune major 10ths. First, select a reference pitch (such as A4),
then select a note to tune that is a major 10th higher (such as C#5).
The ratio for a just-tuned major 10th is 5/2. If you toggle ‘on’ the first five overtones on the
reference pitch, and toggle ‘on’ the first two overtones on the major 10th pitch, you will see the
top bands line up on the combined sonograms. You will also see and hear a huge amount of
beating because of the discrepancy between equal temperament and just tuning. This is due to
the differences between the upper partials of both notes. You can manually tune to eliminate the
beating: This will produce a multiplier of 2.5, or 5/2.

For another ET 10th, you can also start by choosing the ratio of 5/4, with a multiplier of 1.25.
This will produce a major 3rd instead of major 10th: Simply change the multiplier to 2.5 to
produce a Pythagorean major 10th.

bitDyad FAQs
Q: Why can’t I change the critical band?
A: The Critical Band will change when you adjust the pitches, because it is a product of the two
frequencies. It is a perceptual construct with various ways of calculating what it might be. In
bitDyad, the Critical Band simply provides a rough sense of where this perceptual area might
be, given the dyad the user is tuning.
Q: What kinds of pitches does the bitDyad keyboard play?
A: The bitSuite keyboards always default to ET pitches, as does the keyboard in bitTemper.
Q: What is the multiplier multiplying?
A: The multiplier is multiplying the frequency of the reference pitch by a given number, and
produces a new pitch which can then be tuned and tweaked.
Q: Why are there two sonograms, and what’s running below them?
A: The left-hand and right-hand sonograms correspond to the reference pitch and the tuning
pitch respectively. The lower sonogram provides a visual composite of the two sonograms,
allowing the user to “see” beating between the overtones of the two pitches.

bitTemper
A keyboard is an interface that divides the octave into 12 steps. As Dan Trueman discusses in
the Kadenze course Reinventing the Piano, it is mathematically impossible to split an octave
into twelve evenly-spaced semitones without there being some priority of one interval over
another. Historically, keyboardists and composers regularly tuned their harpsichords
themselves. While constant engagement with the problem of tuning was a necessity for
musicians in the Baroque period, the study of tuning continues to have practical implications for
musicians today.
bitTemper provides an easy and direct digital means of exploring the craft of tuning. At the heart
of bitTemper is the challenge of tuning intervals–as in bitDyad–and applying that process to a
keyboard instrument. bitTemper also provides a clear and well-documented look at what
specifically delineates one tuning system from another.
For full functionality, bitTemper is designed to be used with a MIDI keyboard. With the
bitTemper application open, go to F
 ile/MIDI Setup and ensure that your MIDI device is
recognized.

Interface - Main Window
The interface for bitTemper consists of two windows. The main window includes the familiar
audio setup panel, keyboards, and tuning strip from bitDyad, as well as a Target and Yours
temperament panel. To get started, we’ll explore the workflow of the main window.

Audio Setup
To engage the audio engine, click the speaker. Be sure that the red triangle, corresponding to
gain, is well above zero.

Target, Reveal, Reset
The Target panel indicates what historical tuning bitTemper is currently using. By default, the
target is Pythagorean, which can be changed by clicking on the drop-down menu below the
Target column. The specific tuning for the selected temperament will be listed in the Target
panel as cents offset from equal-tempered tuning for each note (so, B is 9.8 cents sharp to an
equal-tempered B, and the D# 5.9 cents flat to ET, in the image below).
As you begin to tune your keyboard, the goal is to bring each pitch from ET to the target
offset by ear. The “Yours” column will show the results of your efforts only after hitting the
“Reveal” button.
Note: In the “Temperament” menu (below), the bottom six temperaments are built from the
ground up using “ratios” tool rather than the “commas” tool. You will be able to dive into
these differences by clicking on the “Create” button.

Workflow
bitTemper is designed to be used with a MIDI keyboard to approximate the craft of tuning an
actual harpsichord. The user should use one hand to play notes and intervals on the keyboard
while using their other hand to click and drags to tune a selected note. This allows the user to
play multiple notes at a time, estimate target intervals, then click to reveal how close they are.

Tuning in bitTemper
1) To begin, play a few notes on the MIDI keyboard. Corresponding notes will light up on
the lower manual. These pitches will be in “Target Tuning” mode (which by default is
Pythagorean: This can be changed in the drop-down menu in the Target column).
2) Select a note on the upper manual inside the blue ‘Temperament’ box. This is where the
user places their virtual tuning hammer.
3) Toggle the red button from Target Tuning to Your Tuning. You can also do this with the
t/y keys on your computer keyboard. You will see the red box shift from the “Target
Tuning” to “Your Tuning” columns.
4) Play the keyboard again. You will now be playing in “Your Tuning,” which will be ET until
you begin making changes.
5) Click and drag across the tuning bar (no need to hold shift as in bitDyad) while playing
the selected note on your MIDI keyboard. You should hear the selected note rising or
falling in pitch.
6) Continue steps 2-5 for any number of keys within the blue “Temperament” box. Feel free
to toggle between “Target” and “Yours” using t/y to hear if you are approaching the
target tuning for each note.

7) When you are ready, click “Reveal” in the “Yours” column to see how close your efforts
have brought you to the initial tuning.
8) Keep tuning, or hit “Reset” and try again!

Some things to note while tuning:
●

When “Target” is toggled, the user will be playing in the selected historical tuning. When
the toggle reads “Yours,” the user will be playing and editing the tunable ET
temperament. The red box around the “Target” or “Yours” columns will indicate which of
the two tunings the user is playing.

●

The Target Tuning applies to all octaves on the keyboard. Your “Temperament” tuning
will only apply to those notes within the octave temperament box. To complete your
tuning, tune the subsequent octaves above and below the temperament octave, just as
you would with an actual keyboard. For the octaves outside the temperament octave,
you can still listen and compare Your Tuning with the Target Tuning, they just won’t
appear in the “Yours” column when you hit “Reveal.”

●

Any changes made while tuning will not appear in the “Yours” column until the user hits
“Reveal.”

●

Tuning temperaments by ear is an art and a science, but it is not a complete mystery!
There are many well-documented guides out there on the subject: As a starting point, we
recommend renowned Australian harpsichord maker Carey Beebe, who maintains an
excellent collection of resources on historical tunings on his website. Follow his links to
Resources/Technical Library/Tuning Systems to read about tuning by ear.

Interface - “Create” Window
Overview
The “create” interface allows the user to build their own system using principles of historical
tuning, or to look more closely at the intricacies of the preset tunings in bitTemper.

The “create” interface includes three panels: Tune by Comma, Offsets to ET, and By Ratios.
Each panel provides a different perspective on the underlying structure of the selected
temperament. The Tune by Comma and By Ratio panels provide two different modes of
tuning. Any changes made in this window will be reflected across all three panels. Only some of
the parameters can be altered.
In the “Temperament” menu (showing “Kirnberger III” in the image above), the bottom six
temperaments are built using “ratios” tool rather than the “commas” tool. For example, choosing
“Pythagorean” from the lower section of the menu, rather than the upper section, describes
each pitch as a ratio over the fundamental (as represented in the right panel), rather than
compressions of the perfect fifth as represented on the left panel.

Tune by Comma
At its most basic, a comma is the difference between a single note tuned two different ways.
This is useful for understanding the differences between enharmonic equivalents: Gb and F#
may be tuned differently, for example, depending on the system employed. bitTemper uses two
types of commas, Pythagorean (resulting from the discrepancy between octaves and fifths, 23.5
cents) and Syntonic (between fifths and thirds, 21.5 cents). There are many other commas as
well. Pythagorean and Syntonic commas are generally collapsed into one when tuning

keyboards since they are so close, but for the purpose of illustration we’ve included them in
bitTemper to avoid any unexpected mathematical results.
For more information about commas, read more here or here. To navigate the Tune by Comma
panel, see the following examples.

Offsets to ET
The middle column displays each pitch’s offset from its ET equivalent. The “Last Interval” figure
at the bottom of the panel uses the unit of the half-step, NOT cents. This is because the units
are MIDI steps, where one increment corresponds to a semitone.
The bitSuite apps are designed to represent these quantities in different ways, some common
and some more technical. This is why, for example, bitString has both a sonogram and a
spectrogram. In music production, notes are often represented and MIDI values, with middle C
as 60.
It can also be informative to relate MIDI values to known intervals. For example, 4
semitones/MIDI steps is a major third, so 4.5 is a “bigger” major third. It is easier to understand
this interval at quick glance than if it were given as 450 cents.

By Ratios
In addition to tuning in the “Tune by Commas” panel, The user can click on “by Ratios” to look at
and manipulate any given ratio. The By Ratios column provides a value for cents between the
selected note and the low C of the temperament for each pitch, simply for illustration purposes.
The higher up from C, the greater the distance in cents, through that offset distance is not
always uniform. It is possible to look at these values as ratios (upper partials over lower partials)
by clicking on the menu to the left of the pitches. This will show how using these ratios will
change the distance of a pitch from its ET equivalent. As a test, select Equal Temperament from
the bottom of the drop-menu and see how each semitone is tuned using the same ratio.

Note: The titles for Tune by Commas and by Ratios are actually buttons that change the focus
of the window to that particular tuning strategy; for instance, if you don't see the ratio menu
values in the by Ratios panel, click on by Ratios and that panel will become active, revealing
those menus. Similarly, click on Tune by Commas to switch to that view, revealing the comma
menus for each fifth around the perimeter of the circle.

Example #1: Pythagorean
When tuning a keyboard using mathematically perfect fifths, every octave becomes sharper by
23.5 cents. It is mathematically impossible to have fifths and octaves both be in tune, because
the factors of 3 and 2 in a pitch’s upper partials are incompatible. When using Pythagorean
tuning, every fifth is tuned perfectly, save one out-of-tune note between D# and G# ascending,
or Eb and Ab descending.
With Pythagorean tuning selected, look at the Tune by Comma panel. Beginning at C at the top
of the circle, every fifth is tuned perfectly, except for one: Between D# and G# there is a -1. This
is a comma, a tuning offset which in this case is about -23.5 cents, and is inserted to ensure
octave equivalence at the next highest C. Outside the circle, the red text shows where the
commas are being inserted. In the blue text, G#, D#, A#, and E# are all offset by 23.5 cents
from the cycle of perfect 3/2 Pythagorean fifths. This means each pitch after the comma is 23.5
cents lower than what it would have been had the cycle of Pythagorean fifths continued.

Pythagorean Sharp:
Toggle “Flat Side” (or use the ‘f’ and ‘s’ keys) and note that the comma is inserted between Eb
and Ab, enharmonic equivalents of D# and G#. However, inserting the comma treats affects the
sharp and flat sides differently. On the flat side, the offset begins at Ab, where the subsequent
notes are raised relative to the cycle of perfectly tuned fifths. On the sharp side, the offset
begins at D#, where the subsequent notes are lowered. This means that on the sharp side, G#
is the last note tuned to Pythagorean fifths before the subsequent clockwise pitches are lowered
23.5 cents, where on the flat side, Ab and the subsequent counter-clockwise pitches are raised
23.5 cents.

Pythagorean Flat:
Because a traditional keyboard has only one key per "note" all of these sound the same
frequency (they are enharmonic equivalents, Ab and G# sound the same), but when we are
tuning a keyboard, sometimes we move in counterclockwise direction tuning fifths, in which
case the flat-side representation is relevant, and other times we move clockwise tuning fifths, so
the sharp-side representation is relevant.
Click the C at the top of the circle to hear the original pitch, then hold shift and click again to
hear C an octave above. Now, click on the comma between D# and G#, change it to 0, and
shift-click the high C again: With the comma removed, the high C becomes 23.5 cents sharp.
This difference represents the fundamental problem of tuning. For octaves to be the same, one
has to distribute fractions of a comma around the circle of fifths.

There are a number of ways to think about distributing the comma across the circle of fifths, so
long as the fractions result in a sum of -1. Select Equal Temperament from the upper menu
above the divider, and you will see that the comma has been distributed equally between fifths.
For more information, visit session two of “Reinventing the Piano” in Kadenze.

Example #2: Kirnberger III
The idea of Kirnberger III tuning is that C to E is tuned as a just major 3rd, and the fifths
between (C-G-D-A-E) are compressed that so each is detuned the same amount, a quarter
comma.
In Kirnberger III, the comma type will automatically change from “Pythagorean” to “Syntonic”
which is denoted as -scs. The Syntonic comma is 21.5 cents, versus the Pythagorean of 23.5
cents. A Syntonic comma is the difference between just 3rd (a 5/4 ratio) and Pythagorean 3rd
(the result of stacking fifths). There are different varieties of commas – more information can be
found here.
Regarding commas, different labels are applied to different commas to avoid mathematical
confusion over long musical distances. Though the difference between Pythagorean and
Syntonic is only 2 cents, this discrepancy would add up over the length of an entire keyboard.
Generally, tunings which favor thirds will use the Syntonic comma. The presets in bitTemper will
automatically choose the right comma based on what type you’re doing, or the comma type can
be changed by clicking at the center of the Comma panel.

In practice, tuners don’t differentiate between the Pythagorean and Syntonic commas when
tuning a keyboard, because the 2 cent difference is so small and basically gets distributed
throughout the keyboard naturally, since it’s impossible to tune fifths absolutely p
 erfectly.
However, to make the numbers work in bitTemper, we put that 2-cent difference, or scisma
(“scs” in the comma menus), between one of the fifths, to compensate for the difference
between the two commas.
Put another way, the -¼ between each of the fifths in Kirnberger III is really one quarter of a
Syntonic comma, so that C-E third is a just 5/4 third, and the -scs closes the gap that is left over,
but in practice a tuner would simply refer to that Syntonic comma fraction as a “quarter-comma”
without indicating which kind, because it’s too small to worry about.
To actually implement this temperament, a tuner would first tune that C/E third just, which is
reasonably easy to hear and tune accurately (try it yourself!). Then, the tuner would tune the 4
fifths in between C and E so they sounded similarly flat. Then, the tuner would continue from E
clockwise for 2 or 3 fifths, tuning them perfectly. Finally, s/he would tune perfect fifths
counter-clockwise from C until closing the gap. After gradually adjusting all of these fifths to
make them as perfect as possible, we'd end up with this temperament, and that scisma would
essentially vanish into small errors distributed across all of the fifths.
There are literally hundreds of different temperaments like this one, and techniques for actually
creating them on a keyboard. Again, visit Carey Beebe's website and follow his links to
Resources/Technical Library/Temperament to learn how to do many of these, and try them with
bitTemper.

bitTemper FAQs
Q: I’d love to know a bit more about historical tuning systems as I explore bitTemper! Do you
recommend any resources?
A: Carey Beebe, an Australian harpsichord builder, maintains an excellent collection of
resources on historical tunings. Visit his website and follow links to Resources/Technical
Library/Temperament. He provides detailed steps for recreating historical tunings by ear.
Q: What is the “Target” tuning?
A: The “Target” column indicates what historical tuning you are currently using, and the notes of
each temperament, listed as cents offset from equal-tempered tuning. This is your goal as you
tune, to bring each pitch to the target offset by ear. By default, the target is Pythagorean, which
can be changed by clicking on the drop-down menu. The “Yours” column will show the results of
your tuning efforts after you hit the “Reveal” button.
Q: Why can I only tune notes in the blue “Temperament” box?
A: The blue box is the octave that you are tuning, a single octave which historically is referred to
as a Temperament. From there, a tuner would use that octave to tune the rest of the keyboard.
In bitTemper, this blue box corresponds to the “Target” and “Yours” columns on the left-hand
side.
Q: Why doesn’t anything happen when I select a note on the top keyboard?
A: The higher of the two manuals is where you’re putting your ‘virtual tuning hammer.’ The idea
is to select a key on the upper manual, then with your right hand play that corresponding note
on your MIDI keyboard, while adjusting the pitch with your left hand. In that way, you’ll be
adjusting only the selected note, and approximating the process of a piano or harpsichord tuner.
Q: I’m holding shift and hovering my mouse over the tuning strip, but nothing happens.
A: That is the tuning procedure for bitDyad. In bitTemper, the user actually clicks and drags the
mouse, trackpad, cursor, etc.
Q: What does “Reveal” do?
A: As you tune your virtual keyboard and toggle between the “Target” and “Yours,” you will be
making changes to “Your” tuning. At its core, bitTemper is an ear-training app, so the only way
you will be able to see these changes is to click “Reveal,” which will uncover the changes you
have made to each pitch. Outside of that, it’s up to your ears to do the work.
Q: As I work in the “Create” menu, should I see some correspondence between the three
windows? Ratios, Commas, Offsets?
A: These panels are related but not necessarily designed to be used in conjunction with one
another. When you make changes in the “Tune by Commas” panel, they will be reflected in the
other columns. The information displayed across the panels may be informative, but for clarity,

bitTemper is essentially designed to be used in one mode at a time. Adjusting ratios in one
panel then adjusting the comma in another panel may become confusing.
Q: Why does “Offset to ET” use MIDI integers and not cents?
A: Cents can be viewed in the “by Ratios” column. It simply provides another perspective for
understanding the differences between these tunings, displaying the pitch offset in another
commonly used format. For example, 4 MIDI steps (semitones) is a major third, so we can
quickly read 4.5 is a “bigger” major third.
Q: Are “Sharp Side” and “Flat Side” just labels? Are they changing something?
A: When tuning a temperament, direction matters. The science of tuning is often preoccupied
with where to put the sharp or flat intervals, and depending on the starting pitch and the
direction of the tuning, this pitch offset can be placed between different pitches, and will have
consequences farther around the circle of fifths. See the description of tuning to Pythagorean
fifths under Example #1.
Q: Can I actually “create” a new tuning in the “create” menu? Can I save presets?
A: As you make changes in the “create” menu, whether altering a historical tuning or building
your own, those changes will be reflected in the “target” column on the main interface. You
cannot save these changes as presets.
Q: What is “Last Interval”?
A: The “Last Interval” is the distance between the note being played and the last played note.
The unit of distance is MIDI steps. This provides a quicker grasp of what the last interval was.
For example, a distance of 7.02 is 7 half steps plus 2 cents.
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